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Here's the guide to this week’s GMF LiveChats. Guests will be added according to news events. All times are local time zone. 
 

MONDAY 

0900 GMT/1000 CET MARKET DRIVERS with Dr. Lee Smales, senior lecturer at Australia's Curtin University's 
School of Economics and Finance  
Join us as we ask if markets are driven by investor sentiment or the other way round. Lee's 
research focuses on the market response to news-events and the impact of prevailing 
sentiment and microstructure on this reaction 

1100 GMT/1200 CET FX WEEK AHEAD with Reuters FX analyst Jeremy Boulton  

1430 GMT/1030 EDT GLOBAL FLOWS with Lipper 

1500 GMT/1100 EDT KEEPING SCORE with Rick Horrow 
The Professor of Sports, Rick Horrow - host of the Reuters Keeping Score podcast - 
discusses the business of sports, bringing marketing and brand executives of major events 
from around the world to the Forum. 

TUESDAY  

0400 GMT/0930 IST MARKETS FOCUS with Evan Lucas, Market Strategist, IG 
Evan is an accomplished financial markets professional, who specialises in top-down 
analysis of the macroeconomic environment, capital flows and market positioning to derive 
a clear investment strategy in global equities. Evan will join us to talk about the impact of 
China's slowdown on Asian markets. 

1300 GMT/0900 EDT CHARTWISE: Weekly technical analysis with Cornelius Luca   

1400 GMT/1000 EDT U.S . INFLATION WATCH with Lindsey Piegza of Stifel 
                    Stifel Nicolaus & Co, Lindsey will give a read on U.S. producer price and 
retail data and take questions on currency, equity and credit markets puzzling over central 
bank policymakers. 

WEDNESDAY 

0400 GMT/0930 IST EM FOCUS with Robert Abad, Founder, EM+BRACE 
Robert is an emerging markets specialist and has 25 years of experience in portfolio, risk 
and product management on both the buy- and sell-side as well as start-up business 
development. Robert will chat with us about investment in emerging markets in today's 
uncertain global macro environment. 

1130 GMT/1230 CET WHAT BREXIT MEANS FOR THE EU with Mikala Sorensen, analyst, Global Risk Insights 
We'll discuss the ramifications of a possible Brexit on the EU as well as diplomatic issues 
stemming from the refugee crisis with Global Risk Insights analyst Mikala Sorensen. 

1100 GMT/1200 CET CURRENCY CHART CORNER: Take a look at the FX charts with technical analyst Martin 
Miller  

1400 GMT/1500 CET EQUITY MARKETS with Reuters correspondent Alistair Smout  

1430 GMT/1530 CET  EMEA SPORTSCHAT: Discuss the top sporting events with our colleagues from the Reuters 
sports desk  

THURSDAY 

0400 GMT/0930 IST CENBANK FOCUS with Sean Maloney, Chief Economist and Strategist, Finconomics 
Central banking specialist and Forum regular Sean Maloney will deconstruct the outcomes 
of the policy meetings of the U.S. Federal Reserve, Bank of Japan, and European Central 
Bank. He will also share expectations on the day's Bank of England meeting. 

1100 GMT/1200 CET FINTECH FOCUS with Anna Irrera, Fintech and market structure reporter at Financial News, 
a Dow Jones newspaper. Looking at latest developments and updates in the FinTech 
market.  

1330 GMT/1430 CET  YIELD!  BOND MARKETS with Reuters interest rate reporter Dhara Ranasinghe  
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1400 GMT/1000 EDT LOCK, STOCK AND BARREL - OIL MARKETS with Amanda Cooper and Jessica Resnick-
Ault 

1500 GMT/1100 EDT SHOWBUZZ with Jean Tait and Mark Porter 
Join Reuters entertainment specialists Jean Tait and Mark Porter for a weekly discussion 
about music, movies, the theater and all of the showbiz buzz 

1530 GMT/1130 EDT RETAIL WATCH on sluggish US sales with StarMine analyst Jharrone Martis 
Consumer and style watcher Jharrone takes a data-dr v   l  k      rly 2016’  r    l   l   
showing little of the verve low unemployment rates should yield.  

FRIDAY 

0400 GMT/0930 IST COMMODITIES FOCUS with Clyde Russell, Reuters Asia Commodities and Energy 
Columnist 
Has a tunaround begun in commdities? Clyde joins us to talk gold, oil, metals, how he 
expects prices to move from here and what are the factors impacting commodity markets 
now. 

1200 IST/1430 SGT ASIA FRIDAY QUIZ: Pit your wits against our Asia editors for the chance to win some 
fabulous prizes, or at least some "stuff"  

1100 GMT/1200 CET THE WEEKAHEAD: with Reuters markets editor Mike Dolan  

1430 GMT/1030 EDT EMEA/AMERS FRIDAY QUIZ: Pit your wits against our editors and guest quizmasters for the 
chance to win some fabulous prizes, or at least some "stuff"  

 
Register here to become a member and catch the day's highlights, follow us on Twitter, or log on to Thomson Reuters Eikon  
Messenger mobile from any internet-enabled device here or download the Eikon Messenger app on Apple IOS, Android or 

Blackberry devices.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://bit.ly/GMFweekly
https://twitter.com/GMFtwitter
http://bit.ly/GMFwebEM
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/thomson-reuters-eikon/id551988464?mt=8
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.thomsonreuters.eikon
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.thomsonreuters.eikon
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REUTERS GLOBAL MARKETS FORUM PROGRAMMING GUIDE 
 

“JOIN THE CONVERSATION” 

 

Each week, members of the Global Markets Forum on Eikon engage markets experts and Reuters journalists from 

around the world in discussion about all things markets, and beyond. The Forum also holds “LiveChat” interviews with 

top-tier commentators throughout the week, giving members access to newsmakers in the Eikon Messenger 

environment.  A schedule of GMF Live Chats is published weekly. 

 

The Forum also hosts the following conversations with Reuters correspondents and commentators: 

 

FX WEEKAHEAD with Jeremy Boulton – Jeremy, a London-based FX analyst for The Dealing Room FX 

community, discusses the week’s most promising trading events. He joined from Informa Global Markets where 

he ran FX fundamentals research for four years, a stretch during which IGM won the FX Week award for best 

independent FX research each year. Jeremy started in FX sales at Merrill Lynch in 1985 and over the years has 

held FX spot trading and sales roles at a number of institutions.  

 

GLOBAL FLOWS with Alpha Lipper Insight – Tapping data for 117,000 mutual funds, ETFs and other 

investment vehicles in more than 60 countries, the Lipper analysts behind industry-standard benchmarks and 

ratings take questions and brief Global Market Forum members on what changing money flows say about asset 

allocations, hot and cold sectors, and the varying appeals of regions and industries. 

 

KEEPING SCORE with Rick Horrow – Discuss the business of sports with “The Sports Professor”, Rick Horrow, 

host of the Keeping Score podcast on Reuters.com. Horrow’s clients have included the NFL, Major League 

Baseball and the PGA Tour, to name just a few.  

 

CHARTWISE with Reuters Chief Global Technical Analyst Cornelius Luca – Author, lecturer and executive 

Cornelius Luca each week casts a shrewd cross-border, cross-asset look at global markets to identify for forum 

members investment risks, possible opportunities and market trends in equities, futures, bonds and currencies 

around the world. 

 

CHARTING FX with Reuters’ senior FX analyst Martin Miller – Martin, a senior currency analyst for Reuters in 

London – providing content for the FX Buzz feed and Dealing Room forum - analysis the latest technical trends in 

the currency markets.  Prior to joining Reuters, Martin was an FX Technical Analyst at Informa Global Markets 

where he analyzed G10 currency pairs, having previously started his career on the spot desk at Tokai Bank in 

London.  

 

STOCK MARKET ANALYSIS with Reuters Correspondent Alistair Smout –  Alistair has been a part of our 

equity market team for the last three years, focusing on European markets, along with a successful six-month 

stint in Scotland covering the 2014 referendum. He joins us weekly for a look at the main moves and themes 

driving these markets.  

 

SPORTSCHAT with Reuters Sports Editor Ken Ferris – Reuters stalwart Ken Ferris, an expert on both 

financial markets and sporting fixtures, takes a weekly look at the main European sporting events, news and 

gossip.  

 

U.S. CORPORATE RESULTS with Alpha Lipper Insight – Lipper Alpha Insight researchers each U.S. reporting 

season name winners and losers among America's biggest corporations and point out what may lay ahead for 

American business profits and institutional investors amid slowing global markets, slumping oil prices and a 

strong dollar. 

http://blogs.reuters.com/keeping-score/
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LOCK STOCK AND BARREL with Amanda Cooper and Jessica Resnick-Ault – Reuters energy journalists 

Amanda and Jessica each week take questions on the rumors, geopolitics, economics, hurricanes and 

speculators that govern the prices of the modern world’s lifeblood. 

 

WEEKLY MARKETS OUTLOOK with Mike Dolan – Reuters EMEA markets editor Mike Dolan joins us to talk all 

things markets and share his thoughts on the key events coming up in the week ahead.  Mike is a veteran 

Reuters reporter, having previously been EMEA Treasury News Editor, European and U.S. Economics 

Correspondent and Investment Editor.  


